Diagnostic utility of PET/CT in a patient with miliary tuberculosis
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Abstract

A 63-year-old male presented with loss of appetite, subfebrile fever, swelling of the right hand and dyspnea on exertion for three months. Past medical history revealed methotrexate treatment of six months for rheumatoid arthritis. Chest radiography and computed tomography (CT) revealed diffuse miliary nodules. PET/CT scan demonstrated diffuse FDG uptake in both lungs, in the spleen, in the right hand, the mediastinal and the axillary lymph nodes. MR of the right hand showed inflammatory arthritis. Histopathology of the right hand tru-cut biopsy revealed degenerative changes. Culture of the hand biopsy tissue was positive for mycobacterium tuberculosis.

PET/CT may determine the biopsy and the sampling sites for the early diagnosis of patients with suspected miliary tuberculosis where lesion identification on other modalities may be difficult or unfeasible. High sensitivity for inflammatory diseases makes PET/CT a useful diagnostic utility for enabling early diagnosis in miliary tuberculosis which is a diagnostic predicament.

Introduction

Miliary tuberculosis is characterized by the hematogenous dissemination of a large amount of tuberculosis bacilli in the body [1,2]. The disease may occur in several organs or throughout the entire body. Miliary tuberculosis leads to a fatal outcome if left untreated or if the treatment is delayed [3,4]. Half of the patients are diagnosed antemortem because the infection mimics malignant, inflammatory or reactive diseases [5,6]. Early empirical treatment for possible but not yet definitive miliary tuberculosis is the hallmark to increase the likelihood of survival. A high index of clinical suspicion is required for a punctual diagnosis and improved clinical outcomes.

In our case the preliminary diagnosis was methotrexate reaction, lymphoma, miliary tuberculosis, rheumatoid arthritis associated lung disease and pulmonary infection. We present this patient to remark to the potential difficulties associated with the diagnosis of miliary tuberculosis. Our second aim is to emphasize the potential utility of PET/CT in the diagnosis of miliary tuberculosis where PET/CT guided biopsy may identify the sample site for early diagnosis. High sensitivity of PET/CT detecting inflammatory lesions appears to be a useful diagnostic modality in miliary tuberculosis.

Case report

A 63-year-old patient was admitted for loss of appetite, subfebrile fever, swelling of the dorsolateral side of the right hand and dyspnea on exertion for three months. Personal history revealed rheumatoid arthritis treated with methotrexate during the last six months. Physical examination was normal except for the painful soft tissue swelling of the right hand. Fever was 37.8°C. Blood count was within normal limits. ESR was 48 mm/h and CRP was 56 IU/ml. Liver function tests, LDH and alkaline phosphatase were mildly elevated. Electrocardiogram (ECG) showed sinus rhythm of 78/min. Chest radiography and thorax computed tomography (CT) (Figure 1) revealed diffuse micronodules in both lungs. Radiography demonstrated swelling of the right hand (Figure 2). Tuberculin test and anti-histone were negative. PET/CT scan demonstrated diffuse FDG uptake in both lungs, the spleen, the right hand, the mediastinal, the right axillary and the cervical lymph nodes (Figures 3 and 4). MR of the right hand showed erosive changes with widespread osteonecrotic areas in carpal bone surfaces, marked irregularities on joint surfaces and tenosynovitis (Figure 5). Needle aspiration biopsy of the right hand was not diagnostic while tru-cut biopsy showed scarce lymphocytes in the tenosynovial tissue, dystrophic calcification in the degenerated and necrotic connective tissue. Direct smear of
bronchial lavage was negative for mycobacteria. Histopathologic examination of the axillary lymph node was not diagnostic. Initial bronchial lavage culture was negative for mycobacterium tuberculosis but positive for mycobacterium tuberculosis complex-PCR. Transbronchial biopsy of the lung revealed nonspecific inflammation. PET/CT directed hand tissue and the second bronchial lavage culture performed one week later grew mycobacterium tuberculosis confirming the diagnosis of miliary tuberculosis. Treatment with streptomycin, isoniazid, rifampicin, ethambutol and pyrazinamide was commenced. After the initial two months, the treatment was continued with rifampicin, isoniazid and ethambutol. There was a complete clinical response with improvement of all symptoms within six weeks of anti-tuberculous drug treatment and the patient had an uneventful recovery. The preliminary diagnosis was methotrexate drug reaction, lymphoma, rheumatoid arthritis associated lung disease, miliary tuberculosis and pulmonary infection. Positive tissue culture of the right hand directed by PET/CT was the diagnostic hallmark of miliary tuberculosis in our patient while the positive second bronchial lavage culture and a complete response to anti-tuberculous treatment justified the diagnosis of miliary tuberculosis that was associated with the methotrexate induced immunosuppression.

Discussion

Miliary tuberculosis is the dissemination of Mycobacterium tuberculosis via hematogenous spread. Classic miliary tuberculosis presents as millet like seeding of bacilli in the lung as evidenced on chest radiography or computed tomography. Miliary tuberculosis is seen in 1-3% of all tuberculosis cases [1-4]. The infection may occur in an extrapulmonary organ in less than 5% of the cases, in several organs or throughout the entire body (>90%), including the brain. It is characterized by a large number of tuberculous bacilli but diagnosis may easily be missed leading to a fatal outcome if early diagnosis and treatment is not implemented. In addition, miliary tuberculosis may mimic many other diseases inflammatory or malignant in nature. Antemortem diagnosis may be as high as 50% [5-8]. Miliary tuberculosis is a diagnostic dilemma for the clinician and a high index of clinical suspicion is required while prompt diagnosis with instant treatment is the hallmark for improved clinical outcomes. Early empirical treatment for probable miliary tuberculosis increases the likelihood of survival and should be commenced before the definitive diagnosis becomes available.

The preliminary diagnosis in our case was methotrexate induced drug reaction followed by lymphoma, rheumatoid arthritis associated lung disease, miliary tuberculosis and pulmonary infection. The negative anti-histone result excluded the methotrexate effect. Diffuse FDG uptake in the lungs, the spleen, the axillary and the mediastinal lymph nodes was consistent with methotrexate induced lymphoma that was eliminated by hematologic consultation. Although radiologic appearance suggested miliary tuberculosis infection, previous history of tuberculosis or exposure were not present and the tuberculin test was negative. PET/CT in this case demonstrated high FDG uptake in various organs including the lungs, spleen, right hand, axillary and mediastinal lymph nodes that pointed out to hematogenous dissemination of the tubercle bacilli. Growth of mycobacterium tuberculosis from the hand tissue biopsy material directed by PET/CT verified the diagnosis of tuberculosis while other diagnostic markers such as the tuberculin test as well as the initial bronchial lavage and transbronchial biopsy were negative. PET/CT is not indicated in infectious or inflammatory diseases but FDG uptake by granulomatous tissues may be a useful guide for the clinician to obtain pathologic samples for diagnostic evaluation. Use of PET/CT may provide strong evidence for the involvement in various organs in miliary tuberculosis patients thereby leading the clinician in the accurate diagnostic pathway for sampling. High sensitivity of PET/CT in detecting infectious and inflammatory lesions provides an important diagnostic aid for the diagnosis of tuberculosis. Increased FDG washout in delayed images can identify the inflammatory nature of the lesion whereas malignant lesions usually reveal further accumulation of the tracer. PET/CT guided biopsy may facilitate to determine the biopsy sites where other imaging modalities are unable to identify sites available for sampling in such patients where a diagnostic dilemma arises, which was the case in our patient.
Early treatment for possible but not yet definitive miliary tuberculosis is the hallmark of a successful prognostic outcome. The sooner the treatment is commenced the higher the likelihood of achievement and survival. Treatment should never be withheld in any case suspicious for miliary tuberculosis while the test results are pending. On autopsy, multiple tuberculous lesions may be detected throughout the body in organs such as the lungs, liver, spleen, brain and others. There are many studies and case reports relevant to PET/CT utility that reveal the diagnostic and the therapeutic response evaluation in tuberculosis patients [9-21]. These studies are about the organ involvement of *mycobacterium tuberculosis* infection while none of these papers have presented data concerning miliary tuberculosis. Our case is unique for miliary tuberculosis revealing increased FDG uptake in various organs indicating the hematogenous dissemination of bacilli which is the hallmark of miliary tuberculosis with identification of the sample site that lead to final diagnosis. In our patient, the culture of the trucut soft tissue hand lesion that was detected by PET/CT established the definitive diagnosis. We conclude that PET/CT may be used as an auxiliary diagnostic tool in miliary tuberculosis that may be extremely useful for locating the sampling sites in cases of negative results from the lung or other involved organs. Detection of the accurate biopsy site by PET/CT may certainly lead the clinician in the orthodox pathway for the final diagnosis in our patient.

Musculoskeletal tuberculosis accounts for approximately 10% of all extrapulmonary tuberculous cases and is the third most common site after pleural and lymphatic disease. Osteoarticular tuberculosis occurs in 1% to 3% of the patients while involvement of the hand is quite rare [22-25]. Tenosynovitis occurs as the most common form of hand tuberculosis. During primary infection bone and synovial tissue may be seeded by bacillemia. Reactivation of tuberculosis arises when immunity is compromised in the setting of HIV, malnutrition, advanced renal disease or during immunosuppressive treatment [26-27]. In our case, the primary mechanism leading to hematogenous dissemination of the tubercle bacilli leading to miliary tuberculosis is the immunosuppression caused by methotrexate treatment used for rheumatoid arthritis. The diagnosis of miliary tuberculosis was confirmed by the positive culture the hand tissue while second bronchial lavage culture positivity was established later in the course of the disease as the first lavage was negative. PET/CT strongly suggested tuberculosis infection and was useful for determining different organs that were associated with hematogenous involvement of miliary tuberculosis. Positive hand tissue culture directed by PET/CT that confirmed the diagnosis of miliary tuberculosis is the first case in literature. PET/CT appears to be a diagnostic facility for early diagnosis and instant treatment that are the hallmarks of a prosperous outcome by identifying sites of active involvement in patients suspicious for miliary tuberculous patients thereby facilitating early sample accommodation. PET/CT guided biopsy may also achieve the diagnosis in cases where locating the sampling site by other imaging modalities have failed. Consequently, PET/CT may yield significant support in cases suspicious for tuberculosis infection by its guidance in obtaining samples for the final diagnosis where early identification and treatment

---

**Figure 3.** PET/CT showing diffuse FDG uptake in both lungs and in the right axillary lymph node.

**Figure 4.** PET/CT revealing high FDG uptake in the lungs, right hand, spleen, axillary, cervical and mediastinal lymph nodes.

**Figure 5.** MR of the hand showing erosive changes, widespread osteonecrotic areas in carpal bone surfaces and tenosynovitis.
are vital for the prognostic outcome of the miliary tuberculosis patients. As far as the cost is considered, PET/CT may increase the financial burden for the patient. On the other hand, use of unsuccessful imaging modalities may produce an equivalent financial load as the PET/CT while causing a delay in diagnosis where early diagnosis and treatment carry a great importance for the outcome of the miliary tuberculosis patient.

**Conclusions**

Our findings, symptom screening, sputum smear and mycobacterial culture were limited in their ability to detect tuberculous activity, including latency. Diagnostic laboratory modalities are needed for immediate identification to initiate early treatment of miliary tuberculosis that is the hallmark of a successful prognostic outcome. PET/CT exhibits the wide spread pattern of hematogenous dissemination in miliary tuberculosis that strongly supports the diagnosis. PET/CT may likewise identify the sample site for a tissue culture in the extrapulmonary organs in miliary tuberculosis where the final diagnosis is a dilemma for the clinician and early diagnosis along with instant treatment are of paramount importance for the patient survival. Although the financial burden of PET/CT is high, it should be used as a diagnostic utility in patients with suspected miliary tuberculosis as other failing imaging modalities may be time consuming as well as causing almost an equal expenditure. PET/CT may be more cost and time effective in this kind of patients in regard to other imaging methods.
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